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FOREWORD 
It is the purpose of this book to acqua int the Photographic Interpreter with the predom-
inant landforms and vegetation types of the Pac ific Ocean Area . Numerous examples of 
these various types are shown in vertical , obl ique, and ground views, with short descriptions 
to facilitate understanding in each instance . Whenever possible, emphasis has been given 
the military significance of the landform and vegetat ion types so that p roperly worded terrain 
reports may be prepared by reference to th is p ubl ication . 
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RES T R 
INTRODUCTION 
Lan d form s are f r e ~ u en t 1 y cIa s s i fie d a s Co n s t r-u e-
t 1 0 n a l "r De s t r-u e t i on a l. Con s t r u C t ion a 1 for m sin c 1 u d e 
the large elements of the landsc a oe which o., c thei r 
origin essentially to forces .,ithin the earth (Endote-
netle). Plains, plateaus and mountains fall in this 
category. Destructional forms are smaller elements that 
result from e rosional forces acting on the major ele-
ments (Exo g enetle). Any features produced by rivers, 
glaciers, waves, wind .>r weathering fall in this group . 
A proper understanding of the physiography of an 
a r ea requ i res that the interpreter recogn i ze first, the 
Str-uctur-e . whether it is plain, plateau or mountain; 
second, what Pr-oeess ha s acted upon it, as stream s 0 r 
wind; and third, what Stafe of development has been 
rea C he d, you t h. mat uri t y, 0 r 0 I d age. 
Although an orthodox treatment of lan df orms usually 
fol lows the above order, thereby considering first 
pla.ins, plateaus and mountains, the first section here 
is concerned with the physiographic cycl(,. This vari-
ation is us erl beca.use subaeria l erosiona l forces act 
C TED 
on constructional forms from the instant that they are 
ex posed above sea level. Therefore, needless rep e tition 
is obviated by preliminary analysis of the processes 
and stages that concern all landforms. Further, the 
major emphasis is given to the deve lopment of the 
physiographic cycle in a humid climate becaus e it is 
more applicable to the problems of th e Pacific. Stream 
patterns and the influence of cl imate on slope shapes 
and differential rock resistances a re a lso briefly 
discussed. 
In succeeding sections landfor ms that are as-
soc i ate d wit h va rio u sst r u c t u r ~ leI em en t san d e ro s ion a 1 
forces are described briefly. Although genetic dis-
cussions and th e use of technical nomenclature have 
been minimized, the terrrinology should prove adequate 
for the interpreter to write concise understandable 
reports without excessive empi rical description . Be -
cause visual observation enables more rapid ass imil a tion 
of the characteristics of l andforms, text detail ha s 
bcen sacrificed for the large number of illustrative 
p hot 0 g rap h s. 
.. 
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE A ND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
Th e Cy cL e 0 J E ro S t on i s the tim ere qui red 
for streams to reduc e a new l y formed l and mass 
to base l eve l (lowest erosional l eve l- usually 
sea l evel) . The Phystographtc Cycle deals with 
the topography deve lop ed during the various 
stages of a cycl e of erosion. 
The topography wi II at first be youthfu l; 
gradua ll y, it will attain maturity ; finally, 
as the relief is diminished and base level is 
approached, the I and surfaces wi II have become 
old. 
The same terms , ' young, mature, and old, 
apply to st r eams . Although it is difficult to 
classify streams categorically by age, those 
that are activ e ly down-cutting may be con -
sidered young, thos e that have attained grade , 
mature, and those that meander and depos it 
excess i vel y, 01 d . 
In the humid cycle,YouthJuL Topog raphy 
i s c h a r ac t e r i zed by 101 ide, f I at d i v ide san d 
streams wi th steep-lola 11 ed, V- shaped vall eys . 
There a r e usua ll y few streams . These youthful 
s treams, however, have high gradients and are 
ac tively cutting their valleys deeper . Water-
falls and rapids are numerous . Drainage is 
poor and immatur e , with lakes and swamps on 
1.02 
th e divide areas . Travel is often difficult 
along youthful streams and the steep val I ey 
wal I s and swamp area s a re norma II y imp ed i men ts 
to transverse rout es . 
Na tu n t y i s the s tag e 0 f m a x i mum rug g e d-
ness: divides are narrow, va l ley walls are 
less steep, the soi l cover is thick e r, many 
well de v el op ed tributari es drain th e area, 
major mature streams are at grade (neither 
erosion nor deposition is dominant) ; valley 
flats, terraces, incipient meandering, and 
narro w fl oo d pl ains are a ll characteristics . 
Travel, at best,is difficu lt through such 
regions . Usually the major valleys off e r more 
favorable routes . If, however, the divides are 
relatively wide a nd continuous, thes e may be 
utilized. 
I n OLd regions the divides are low, s lop es 
are gentle and the whole landscape is subdued 
and near ba se l evel. The master streams are 
enti r e ly graded and meander and d e posit over 
their broad flood plains. These Heanders r e -
sul t from the l ateral exe rtion of a stream's 
ene rgy. Figure 1.12 has the many associated 
I andforms annotated . It shou l d be recall ed that 
the current is swi ftest and the streams deepest 
on the outer sides of the c urves, t he Unde rc u t 
slopes . During flood appreciable deposition 
occurs along the stream banks which forms 
NaturaL Levees . ThE!se fr&quently off e r th e 
only ground suitable for transport. 
It should be noted that a blending of 
s t ages is the rule rather than the excep tion. 
In a region of general youthful charac t er -
istics, some master streams and valleys may 
b e ma tur e, and conversely, in a mature r e gion 
there will be some r ece ntly formed youthfu l 
streams and vall eys . 
Frequently the age of streams has l itt l e 
bearing on the stage of the physiographic 
cycle because the normal cycle may be inte r-
rupt ed at any time and another cycle b egun . 
Rejuvenation r esults from an increase of 
stream gradient or volume or a decrease in 
loa d . Each one increases the st ream's e rosi ve 
ability and youthful valleys are formed. 
When an old region, a Peneplat n, is uplifted, 
the streams develop new tributary systems and 
begin dissection of the old land. The summi t 
areas will likely remain concordant until the 
region has again passed through maturity . If 
a ma ture region is uplifted, youthful valleys 
will be cut i n the valley floors leaving 
Terrace s . Ent ren ched Heanders are excell en t 
criteria of such rejuvenation . Ifthereisa 
decrease in gradient or volume or an increase 
in load,the stream's erosive and transporting 
ability is reduced and deoosition occurs . All 
down cutting stops, valley floors are alluvi -
ated, and B raide d streams may form . 
RES T R C TED 
Although the arid and humid physiographic 
cycles a re similar in many respects , the dif-
ference in amount of rainfall, vegetation, and 
weathering requi r es a short description of 
features associated only with the arid cyc l e. 
Arid region drainage is often centralized 
i n In t e ri o r Ba s t n S ( Bo l s on s) . I n you t h , s hart 
co~sequent intermittent streams cut V-shaped 
valleys in the mountain slop e s . Alluvial Fans 
form at the mouths of the valleys and sha l low 
Playa Lakes may form in the bas ins . Dunes may 
develop from the action of wind on t he si l ts 
and sands deposited by t he streams. The re I i ef 
of the region is reduced rather than increased 
as in the humid cycle. 
In maturity,the mountain fr o n t s are re-
duced and cut baCk, divides are nar r owed and 
t he basins become wider and highe r because of 
va ll ey f111. The receding fr o nts may be separated 
fromthealluvium by narrow,beveled r o ck plains 
(Pediments). Alluvial fans may have co alesced 
t o f o rm broad alluvial plains or Piedmont 
Platns . 
In old age, the highlands are large l y 
worn away; wind-scoured hollows and dunes are 
more numerous . Wind erosion may continue until 
the wa t e r table is r eached , which is base leve l 
for the a rid c y c I e. 
Like the norma l humid cycle, the arid 
RES T R C TED 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
cycle may b e interrupted a t an y time . 
Climate controls the we a thering and 
erosion oJf rock masses to a large extent. 
Chemical .Dec ompositi on is most effectiv e in 
warm humid climates and Hechanical Disinte-
e ratt on in co I d and ar i d cl imat es . Sha l es an d 
sa ndstones are of th e same order of resi stance 
ina I I c lim ate s; san d s ton e sus u a I I y form rid 9 e s 
and sha l es valleys. Lim es tones, which include 
coral, are very so l uble rocks under humid 
conditi o ns . In c o ld or arid regions, however, 
lim est 0 n e sma y be rid 9 e form e r s . Sed i men t a ry 
roc k s are g en era I I y I e s s res i s tan t t han I en e au s 
rocks (solidified molten rock); acidic igneous 
more so than ba sic. Metam or phic rocks (mOdifie d 
by hea t and pr e ssure) vary c onsiderably, de-
pending on composition and structure; quartzites 
are very resistant. Flash flood precipitation 
and the I a ck 0 f ve get a I c o v e rca use s l op e sin 
a rid reg ion s t 0 b e s h a r pan dan g u I art h r ou g h _ 
out th e cycle rather than becoming round and 
smooth as in the humid. 
A special e ro si on cycle may occur in 
humid areas underlain by thick horizontal 
I imestones . lnitial surface drainage is diverted 
underground as th e solub l e limeston e bec o me's 
honeycombed with Stnks (circular surface de-
pressions) and Caverns. In maturity, cavern 
roo f co l I a p s ea n d sin k co a I esc en c e form sol uti on 
valleys and the result an t highly irr e gul ar 
surface is t e rm ed Karst topography . By ol d 
age 0 n I y i r reg u I a r spa c e d rid g e san d Man a dn 0 c k s 
( ~ rosional r emnan ts) remain and streams flo>! 
on un de rlying insoluble rocks. 
Stream patterns are invaluable in the 
determination of t he s tructure and, all ied 
with vege tal typ es , th e c omposition of rocks. 
During maturity, t he s t a g e of maximum relief, 
stream pattern s are most strikingly or e sented. 
Her e, as in th e bl ending of physiographic typ e s, 
many combinations and modifications occur. 
A Dena nttc pattern occurs in regions of 
homog eneous or flat-lying sedimentary rocks. 
The streams show littl ~ structural con tr o l 
and, as th e name indicates, the systems ass ume 
a br anch -l ike pattern. The streams ar e Consequent 
bec?use their c ours es a re deter'llined by ori-
ginal surface irr e gul a riti es . 
FIG. 1.01 DENDRITIC STREAM PA TIERN 
1.03 
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
FIG. 1.02 TRELLIS STREAM PATTERN 
A Trellis pattern results from structural 
control and is found in regions und erla in by 
tilted or folded s edime ntary strata. The par-
allel streams follow the less resistant for-
mations and are termed Subs equent . Rectangu lar 
FIG. 1.03 RECTANGULAR STREAM PATTERN 
patterns closely resemble trell is and are 
found in regions with well developed joint 
o r f a u 1 t s y s t ems. Cu est a s an d Hog b a c k s are 
conspicuous landforms associated with trellis 
drainage and subsequent streams. Cuesta is 
1.04 
applied to a lo ng,narrow ridge formed where 
dips are low; the g e ntle slope is the dip 
s lop e, the s t eep slope the escar p ment slope. 
FIG. 1.04 WATER AND WIND GAPS 
Where dips are high, hogb~ck is used to describe 
the prom i n en t res i s t an t rid g e s. PIa t e r Ga p s are 
for m e d ~I h e -r e t h r ou g h - s t rea m valle y s t ran sec t 
the par a 1 lei rid g e s . A PI in d Ga P is th e sam e 
as a water gap except that a stream no longer 
occup i es the va 11 ey notch. 
FIG. 1.05 RADIAL STREAM PATTERN 
Radial patt e rns a r e found on young d om e 
mountains and volcano es . The st r eams flow out-
ward in a ll directions from t he high cen tral 
area. An Annula r patt e rn results whe n sub -
sequent s tr eam s develop a circular c ours e 
around a domed landform. 
FIG. 1.06 ANNULAR STREAM PATTERN 
The resi stance, structure a nd permeab il ity 
of a rock usually determine the texture of a 
stream pattern. I f the rock is weak, as cl ay 
or s hal e, 0 r t h i n 1 y bed de d, the d r a ina g e s y stem 
is well developed with many tributaries and 
the textur e is Fin e. Badland topography, which 
occurs under arid or semi-arid conditions, is 
an extreme example. If the rock is resistant 
and massive, as granite and sandstone, or 
permeable enough that underground dra in age 
becomes important,there will be few tri-
butaries and the stream pattern exhibits 
Co arse Texture. 
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FIG. 1.07 
A young consequent stream actively eroding a 
recently uplifted alluvial plain. Note the 
narrow "yo-shaped valley, the paucity of 
tributaries, and the level divide area . During 
dry periods, travel, which does not cross 
drainage lines, is relatively simpl e on the 
undissected uplands . 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 1.08 NEW BRITAIN 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
YOUTH- MATURITY 
An oblique stereopair that shows young streams incising thems e lves in a relatively undissected 
lava plateau. The fine textured pattern develop e d on the divide areas is largely a result of the 
ini ti a l irregularities of the lava surface . All the l o w places have not y e t b e en connected; 
integration is incomp l e te. Rain forest has combin e d with t e rrain to mak e movem e nt unusually difficu lt. 
FIG. 1.09 NEW GUINEA 
An obi ique ster e op a i r of a ma ture mountainou s region dr a in e d by young str e ams. The entrench e d 
meanders ar e indic a tiv e of a t l ea st local rejuv e nation. The s tre am pattern is d endritic . 
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
MATURITY- MEANDERS 
FIG. 1.10 
An example of maturity developed in easily 
eroded volcan ics under subartic conditions. FIG. 1.11 EMPRESS AUGUSTA SAY, SOUGAINVILLE 
Hote the narrow divides and wide valleys. The A low coastal plain with a meandering stream and numerous meander scars. Hear the top of the 
wide flood plains result fro~ excessive al- stereopair are two meanders near the cut-off stage. The river mouth spit indicates long shore 
luviation. currents from ri ght to I eft. 
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FIG. 1.12 BURMA 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
MEANDERS- NATURAL LEVEE 
FIG. 1.13 BURMA 
Natural levee along a l arge river near flood 
stage. When a river overflows its banks, 
v e loc-ity and transporting ability decrease 
a b r u p t 1 y. Co a r S est mat e ria 1 i s d e p 0 sit e d fir s t. 
stream meanders and associ ated features: meander scars, spurs, necks, oxbow 1 akes, undercut and The levees are frequently th e most stable 
);1 ip-off slopes. ground. 
RES T R C TED 1.07 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
ARID I BADLAND TOPOGRAPHY- SLUMP- ALLUVIAL F AN- LANDSLIDE 
FIG. 1.23 
A smail alluvia l fan composed of erroded vol-
canics . Hote the brai <:i ed stream and alluvia t ed 
valley . 
FIG. 1.21 
Badland t o pog raphy developed in non-resistant sediments under arid conditions . Note tire level 
upland surface, the monadnocks and the fine textured dendri t ic drainage pattern . 
FIG. 1.24 
FIG. 1.22 Lan d s lid e sin un c on sol ida ted mat e ria I a I on g 
Slumping in homogeneous fine grained sediments that have become saturated. an overst ee pen e d v a ll ey. 
1.10 RES T R C T ED 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
REJUVENA TION- ALLUVIA TlON AND BRAIDED STREAMS 
FIG. 1.18 NEW GUINEA 
Ma t u r e u ol and topogra p hy which has be e n littl e 
mo dified by two rejuvenati ons . Te rr ace l e v e l s 
a r e well deve l oped . The un gr aded s tr eam 
indica t es that it is no w y o u t hf ul . 
FIG. 1.20 
FIG. 1.19 NEW GUINEA 
An oblique that shows a mature mountainous 
area and two stream terraces. 
A braided stream. The str e am's channel is chok e d when th e gradient or volum e is decre2sed or the 
load increased. Gradient usually d e creas e s when streall's flow from mountainous areas and volume 
when through arid regions. Note th e alluvlation . 
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
ARID, BADLAND TOPOGRAPHY- SLUMP- ALLUVIAL FAN- LANDSLIDE 
FIG. 1.23 
A small alluvial fan composed of erroded vol-
canics . Note the braided stream and a l luvia t ed 
valley . 
FIG. 1.21 
Badland t opo gra phy developed in non-resistant sediments under arid conditions . Note the level 
upland surface, the monadnocks and the fine textured dendritic drainage pattern . 
FIG. 1.24 
FIG. 1.22 Landsl ides in unconsol ida te d mate rial a l ong 
Slumping in homogeneous fine grained sediments th at have become saturated. an overst ee p ened vall ey . 
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FIG. 1.25 
Talus cones at the base of a cl iff composed 
of poorly sorted sands, gravel s, and b ou lders . 
The finest material is found at the apex "f 
the cone. Th e reverse is true of a l luvia l fa n s 
or c on e s . 
FIG. 1.26 FRENCH INDO-CHINA 
Karst topography. Hote the very rugged t e rrain 
and wide a l luviated valley . 
RES T R C TED 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
TALUS CONES - KARST TOPOGRAPHY - DENDRITIC DRAINAGE - TRELLIS DRAINAGE 
FIG. 1.27 
Dendritic drainage in a maturely dissected re g ion . Hote incipient flood plains. 
FIG. 1.28 CHINA 
Trell is d r a ina g e, subsequent streams, water gaps and beach ridges . 
I . I I 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
TRELLIS DRAINAGE - RADIAL DRAINAGE 
FIG. 1.29 CHINA 
Trellis drainage ina series of steeply dipping 
sed iments. The major stream transects struct-
ural ridges through water gaps . Subsequent 
s tr eall1s follow the less resistant formation$. 
FIG. 1.30 
FIG. 1.31 
Oblique view sho,w ing the rather rugged surface created by radial gullying in volcanic as~ on the lowe r 
slopes of the cinder cone shown in the accompanying view. 
FIG. 1.32 
Rad ial dra inage on a small volc ano with a breached crater. A v 0 I can 0 wit h wa v e - cut per i met e r. two r e c en t flo w s • tom b·o loa n d s pit . 
1.12 RES T R C TED 
FIG. 1.33 CANTON, CHINA 
An illustration of various constructional and 
destructional features. Not e the comp l ex 
RES T R C TED 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC CYCLE AND STREAM DEVELOPMENT 
BLENDED TYPES 
mountains and the partially buried hogbaCk by the wide expanse of flood and piedmont 
ridges which are erosional remnants of fol d plains, the water and wind gaps, and the 
mountains, the excessive alluviation e x hibited tributary and distributary systems . 
1.13 

SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
DIAGRAMA TIC COASTAL PROFILES 
SHORELINES EACKSH ORE 
Shore li nes a re usually c l assified as sub-
~--------------------------OFFSH O "E--------------------------~)~I(~--- 6 EACH------~----~~----·CO A ST--__ ~ 
me r 9 en t , em erg en t, n e u t r a lor com p 0 u n d. E a c h 
h as characte risti c landforms that are deve lop-
ed by wave and c urr e nt action under various 
conditions . These featur e s are valuable in th e 
analysis of l a n d ing si t es . 
Ash 0 rei i net hat has r es u I te d from r e c en t 
submergence is i rr egu l ar to an ex t en t de t er-
mined by the nature of th e surface depressed: 
stream valleys beco me bays; ridges and hills, 
peninsulas and islan ds . As wave eros ion modi-
fies the shoreline, cliffs are cut in the 
headlands and the detritus is deposit e d as 
bea ches , spits and bars. Figur es 2.01+ to 2.11 
illustrate the various typ es . By ma turity 
the headlands have b een cut back to th e bay 
heads and the shoreline is quite regular. 
The cha racter of an emergent shore I ine is 
dependent upon the nature of the rai sed su r-
face. Along well de velop ed coastal plains 
eme rgent shorelines are regular, and initial 
wave erosion carves a low cliff orNi p . Sub-
sequently, wave erosion and deposition result 
in the formation of an Offshore Ba r or Barrier 
Beach which is separated from th e shore by a 
brackish or salt water lagoon. Entranc es or 
p assa gesareusually maintained by tidal scour. 
As wave erosion forces th e barri er beach shore-
2.02 
HIGH WATER LINE 
FIG. 2.02 SUBMERGENT SHORE CHARACTERISTICS 
FIG. 2.03 EMERGENT SHORE CHARACTERISTICS 
ward, the lagoon is filled with sediment; by 
maturity,beach migration has destroyed th e 
lagoon and the shorelineisnot unlike a mature 
submergent shor e l ine. 
Marine Ben ches and Terraces are foun d 
only on emergent shorelines and are best 
developed where offshore slopes are moderately 
w 
z 
~ BERM 
high. T ec hnically, the bench represents the 
port ion t hat r es u It s from de g r a d at ion and the 
terrace the part that has b ee n formed by de-
position of the detritus. In t he tropics,many 
terraces ar e the e levated reef flats of fring-
ing coral r eefs. In any case, each terrace o r 
bench r epresents a position of sea lev e l in 
the past. 
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I SIMPLE SPIT 
2 TOM BOLO 
3 BAYH EAD BAR 
4 CUSPATE BAR 
5 BAYMOUTH BAR 
6 COMPLEX SPIT 
7 
8 BAYH EAD BEACH 
9 RECURVED SPIT 
10 LOOPED BAR 
" 
HEADLAND BEACH 
12 COMPOUHD RECURVED SPIT 
13 BAYSI DE BEACH 
14 BAY DELTA 
FIG. 2.04 FEATURES OF A SUBMERGENT SHORELINE 
If mu ltipl e terr~r.es are present, each 
is usually separated from the other by a cliff 
or sharp topographic rise. Some of the plat-
form islands of th e Pa c ific, as Ti n i a n Island, 
consist ()f lev e l central terrace areas surround-
ed by terra ce rings. The character of ben c h 
and terrace surfaces is dependent upon the 
pre-uplift surface and erosional modification. 
Coral surfaces are usually rough, not only 
becauseof the originally uneven reef surfaces, 
but also because of solution effects since 
uplift. The oldest terrace is the h ighest and 
usuall y the rough es t. Bench and terrace soi Is 
RES T R C TED 
depend on the compositi on of th e underlying 
rock and on the tim e interval since uplift. 
01 d terraces may ha ve dee p residual soil.Move-
ment between terrace levels Is ordinarily 
easiest along stream valleys. 
The rea ret wo min 0 r t y pes 0 f s h 0 rei i n e s: 
Neutral and Compound . The mor e important neutral 
sho r e lines include fiord, fault, reef, delta, 
and volcanic. The fiord is rugged and character-
ized by long,narrow, steep-wa lle d inlets, the 
second ismanifesterl as a fault scarp .>r cliff, 
the other three result from deposition on a 
static s hore . Compound shorel ines exhibit 
SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
features t ha t result from s uperimposition of t he 
various typ e s. 
Ae rial photograph s, bot h high and low 
a ltitud e , furnis h th e best means for be ach 
analysis with the ex ception of actual ground 
reconnaissance. Although special techniques 
a re a vailabl e that enable re as onably reliabl e 
de pth de termi nati ons , an ex p e rien ced inter-
preter can frequ ently make fair estimates from 
a cursory e xam in a tion and comparison with 
other p hotogr a phs. Shapes a n d positions of 
spits and b a rs in d icate th e direction of cur-
rents an d the attitud e of wave fronts. The 
width of the beach may in dica te the shap e , 
composition , compaction , an d und e r water slope . 
A narrow beach is usu al ly ass o ciated wi th 
steep landwar d slopes, coarse loose sands or 
gravel s, and rei ati v e l y h i gh off-shore slopes. 
A wide beach ordinarily has gentle landward 
and underwat e r gradi e nts and Is I ik e ly to b e 
com p 0 sed off i ne l:l) m pac t ed san d s. Sam e i n _ 
di cations of the c omp()s ition and grain size 
of th e beach may be obtained from deposition 
and sourc e studies . Sand dunes are c o mm on on 
emergent s h.Helin e s; the directi on of pr evai l-
i n 9 win d sis i n d i cat e d by th e s h ape s 0 f the 
dunes. 
For a comprehensive analysis of bea ch 
conditions,the interpreter is referred to 
Photo graphic Intelligence Center Repo rt 
Ho. 4, Beach Interpretation. 
2 . 03 
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SUBMERGENT 
2 . 04 
FIG . 2.05 HOLLANDIA 
Irregular head l ands and branching em b aymen ts 
of drowned vall eys a long a you t hfu l su bm e rg ent 
shoreline . Th e absence of beach es indicat es a 
1 a c k 0 f wa v e and c ur r e n t act i on . The a p p ro a c h e s 
arc steep and under>later gr ad i ents are high . 
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FIG. 2.06 DROWNED RIVER V AllEY 
SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
SUBMERGENT 
FIG. 2.07 TOMBOlO 
A tombolo that has joined an island to the 
mainland. 
FIG. 2.08 SPIT 
A drowned river valley with meander spurs still conspicuous. Sand dune development occurs on an A simple curved spit. The spit points in the 
old flood plain. direction of the current. 
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SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
BAY MOUTH BAR SUBMERGENT KARST TOPOGRAPHY 
FI G. 2.09 FORMOSA 
A baymouth bar . Rivers empty ing into the e n-
closed bay are gradually fill ing it with de l ta i c 
deposits. 
FIG . 2.10 SUBMERGENT KA RST, FRENCH INDO CHINA 
A submergent karst shoreline. The cra t er-l il:!) 
baY5 are sink holes that have been breached by 
wave and solution action . The sma l l "pocke t" 
beaches are in most cases satisfact o ry for 
lan d ing craft. Egr ess, however, is obvi ou s ly 
restricte d . 
2.06 RES T R C TE D 
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FIG. 2.11 COASTAL PLAIN 
A coastal plain on an emergent coast. There is a beach ridge that rises slightly above the 
contiguous inn e r plain as well as several fossil beach ridges inland. The smooth regular shore-
lin e is typica I of emerg e nt coasts. 
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SHORELlNESI BENCHES1 AND TERRACES 
EMERGENT 
FIG. 2.12 DUNES 
Sand dunes on an emergent coast. Dunes st a bi lized 
by vegetation offer best travel route . Current 
here moves from top to bottom. Note that deepest 
water is found off heads of spits where current 
is strongest. 
2.07 
SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
EMERGENT 
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FIG. 2.13 
Barrier beach and partially filled salt or brackish water lagoon. The beach i s composed 
of fine-grained, firmly packed material a nd the underwater gradients are low. Travel 
is obviously confined to the bar. 
2.08 
FIG. 2.14 JAPAN 
An emergent shoreline that exhibits slight recent uplift. Hote the regular 
shorel ine, the wave-cut nip, the incision of the youthful stream which re-
suI ted from rejuvenation and the dammed vall eys. 
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SHORELlNESI BENCHES1 AND TERRACES 
CORAL TERRACES 
FIG. 2.15 UN DISSECTED TERRACE. A recent I y upl i fted, undissecte d mar i n e ben ch . 
-~ 
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FIG. 2.16 DISSECTED TERRACE 
Maturely dissected marine benches and ter- have been modified much more than the IO\oler dance of interstream divides. Travel is ob-
races. Although the higher (older) lev~ls level s, they can be i dent if i ed by the con co r- viously difficult. 
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SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
EMERGENT 
FIG. 2.17 DANA ISLAND 
An uplifted coral reef flat that has been denied to aircraft by ground obstructions. Mot e the 
cross faults inland. 
2 . 10 
FIG. 2.18 CORAL TERRACES 
Concentri c coral terraces on an e l evated head-
I and . 
FIG. 2.19 AGUIJAN ISLAND 
An elevated coral platform island surr ounded 
by multiple cor al terraces. On undissec ted 
terraces movement betw ee n levels is difficult 
and usually entails c ons idera bl e c ut and fil l. 
Coral terraces r ema in unmodifi ed longer because 
the permeabi lity of the rock permits under-
9 round drainage. 
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FIG. 2.20 ARCUATE DELTA, HAINAN ISLAND 
A typical arcuate delta . Hote the braided stream, the distributary 
system, the mud flats, mouth deflection as a result of longshore cur-
rents from top to bottom, and the periphery beach built by wave action. 
FIG. 2.21 BIRDS FOOT DELTA 
Bird's FO.:Jt Delta. Distributaries maintain relatively regular channels 
as compared to those in Figure 2.20,a result of the deposition of finer, 
less permeabl e sediments. 
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SHORELINES, BENCHES, AND TERRACES 
DELTA- RIVER MOUTH DEFLECTION 
FIG. 2.22 RIVER MOUTH DEFLECTION 
A river mouth defl ected by longshore currents. Wave and current act ion 
are responsible for the regular beach and lack of delta. 
FIG. 2.23 ESTUARINE DELTA 
Small estuarine delta that was built by drainage from analluviated 
glacial trough. The incision of the stream indicates recent sl ight up-
I ift. Deltas found in such sites are composed of relatively coarse 
material and are comparatively stable. They frequently furnish theonly 
landings as well as egress inland. 
2.1 I 
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NEUTRAL 
FIG. 2.24 STRUCTURALLY CONTROLLED SHORELINE 
A series of faulted sedimentaries that illustrates the scarp slope and dip slope (sl op e formed by 
surface of one formation) as well as th e I inear character of the shore l ine . 
2.12 
FIG. 2.25 FIORD SHORELINE 
A typic a l fiord shoreline. Thes e long narrow 
de e D inlets bord e r ed by ov ers teep e n pd val l e y 
walls are formed by glaciers that have eroded 
below sea level . 
FIG. 2.26 BEACH RIDGES 
Beach ridg es (berms) on a neu t ral shoreline . 
Each ridge is formed by wave action, largely 
storm waves. An excessive amount of sediment 
available has facilitated the proc es s h e re . 
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PLAINS AND PLATEAUS 
PLAINS AND PLATEAUS 
Co astal Plains result from regional 
PLAINS AND PLATEAUS e mergence of the sea floor. The surface is 
Plains and Plateaus are usually under-
usually composed of clays, shales, silts, 
ain by horiz~ntal or very gently dipping 
sands, or gravels. Drainage is frequently 
strata. The formations upon which the surfaces 
poorly developed and during wet periods travel 
develop f11ay range from unconsol idated sedi-
may be difficult or impJssible. 
Example: Coastal Plain in the Southern 
ments, clay, silt, or sand, to consolidated 
Seaboard and Gul f States. 
sedif11ents, shal e, sandstone, or I imestone, or 
to extrusive igneous rocks as lavas and vol-
can ic ash . The essenti al di fference between 
a plain and plateau is the available relief. 
Plains are relatively near base level which 
means that valleys will be shallow, conditions 
w h i c h are us u a I I y a s so cia ted wit h sit e s n ear 
sea level;while plateaus are elevated regions, FIG. 3.02 FLOOD PLA IN 
frequently cut by deep valleys, high above 
base level, criteria that are ordinarily con-
fined to areas some thousands of feet above 
sea level. 
The origin, composition, and charac-
teristics of the more common types of plains 
f 0 I low: 
FIG. 3.03 LAKE PLAIN 
FIG. 3.01 COASTAL PLAIN FIG. 3.04 DEllA PLAIN 
3 . 02 
Fl ood , Lape, and Delta Plains resu l t f rom 
deposition of sediments under conditi ons 
associated with the various feature s. Since 
muds, silts, and sands are typical deposi ts, 
travel in wet weather may be impossible. 
Example: Ohio River , Red Rive r Valley 
(Horth Dakota and Minnesota), and the Mi ssis -
si p pi River Delta. 
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FIG. 3.05 PIEDMO NT PLAIN 
Pi e dm on t P l a ins, as the n a me i n d i c at e s , 
are found at the foot of mountains . The plain 
is formed by deposi tion of overloaded s tr e ams 
w~ich results from the abrupt change in g r ad ient 
as they flow from the mountains . Dips may be 
quite high; silts, sands, and gravels are the 
usual deposits. Drainage, and,conco mitan tly, 
travel, is usually good, althou gh steep sid ed 
arroyos, which frequently dissect hi g h e r 
portions of the plain, may provide diffi -
culties. 
Example: Great Plains. 
Glacial Plains consist of moraine and 
outwash material deposited on a relative l y 
level surface. The sediments may be well sorted 
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FIG. 3.06 TILL PLAIN 
if deposited directly from water, as an out-
wash plain, or heterogeneous if laid down by 
the ice. Si I ts, sands, gravel s, and boul ders 
are the usual materials and, although lakes, 
ponds, and swamps may be common, high areas 
are usually well drained and travel routes 
shou I d be easi I y dete rm in ed from photog raph s. 
Exampl e: Horthern Minnesota. 
Loessial Plain s are composed of wind or 
water transported and deposited material of 
desert or glacial origin. The homogeneous 
dust-fine deposit usually stands in peculiar 
vertical walls.Drainage and erosion are rapid. 
Exampl e: Horth Ch ina. 
Tundra Plains are largely a result of 
ground ice which consolidates mantle rock to 
complete imperviousness. In summer,melting of 
the surface may make travel difficult or Im-
possible. 
Example: Horthern Canada and Horthern 
Si beri a. 
Lava Plains are formed by quiet fluid 
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FIG. 3.07 LA VA PLAIN 
extrusions which completely cover the pre-
eruption terrain. Dips are gentle and beds 
of volcanic ash, which result from explosive 
action,are frequently found between successive 
flows. Exampl e: Icel and. 
As previously stated, plateaus differ 
essentially from plains in the amount of 
avai I abl e rei i ef. All of the above types of 
plains may be classified as plateaus under 
certain base level relationships. Since, how-
ever, erosion is more effective when the 
available relief is large,plateaus are usually 
capped by relatively resistant consolidated 
's e dim en t s 0 r -) a v a flo w s. F I at - top p e d Bu t t e s 
and Mesas are conspicuous reMnants. 
With dissection, plains and plateaus 
assume quite a different aspect. Both become 
much more ugged: plains, hilly; plateaus, 
even mountainous. As maturity is attained, 
dissected plateaus give rise to Residu a l 
Mountains, as the Catski II Mountains of Hew 
Y.Jrk State, if the available relief is suffi-
cient and the drainage coarse textured. 
PLAINS AND PLATEAUS 
TH E DEVELOPMENT OF PLATEAUS 
FIG. 3.08 YOUNG PLATEAU, ARID REGION 
FIG. 3.09 MATURE PLATEAU, ARID REGION 
FIG. 3.10 YOUNG PLATEAU, HUMID REGION 
FIG. 3.11 MATURE PLATEAU, HUMID REGION 
3 . 03 
PLAINS AND PLATEAUS 
COASTAL-DELTA-FLOOD 
FIG. 3.12 COASTAL PLAIN 
Recently upl ifted coastal plain. Note the undissected character of the 
surface and the regularity of the shoreline. 
3.04 
FIG. 3.1 3 DELTA PLAIN AND FLOOD PLAIN 
A well developed flo3d plain, a small delta plain, a water gap, and 
subs equen t streams. 
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FIG. 3.14 PIEDMONT PLAIN, MINDANAO 
A piedmont plain ina humid climate. Except for the small valleys,travel 
i sob v i 0 U 6 I Y simp I e. 
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FIG. 3.15 JAPAN 
PLAINS AND PLATEAUS 
PIEDMONT 
Maturely dissected ridges separated by broad alluvial plains devoted to 
rice culture. 
3.05 
PLAINS AND PLATEAUS 
ARID I PIEDMONT 
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TUNDRA 
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PLAI NS AND PLATEAUS 
YOUNG- MATURE 
3.08 
FIG. 3.1 B YOUNG PLATEAU 
A young plateau. Dissection of the 
l evel upland by headward erosion of 
youthful streams is diagrammatica lly 
shown. The smooth valley walls indi-
cate homogeneous rock. 
FIG. 3.19 MATURE PLATEAU 
A di ssected I ava pi ateau covered by 
tropical rain forest. The major streams 
occupy deep narr\Jw canyons. The min -
utely dissected upland area stems 
from initial surface irregularities. 
There is also evidence of rejuvenati.Jn. 
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FIG. 3.20 PLATEAU REMNANTS 
Erosio nal remnants of a plateau • 
FIG. 3.21 OLD PLATEAU 
Abu t t e. An e ro s i on a I r emn ant 0 f a 
plateau. The resistant ca p rock 
indicat e s th e former level. 
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MOUNTAINS 
MOUNTAINS 
No unti.ltns are usually defined ~s land 
"' ass e s 0 f sm a I I sum mit are a 11 h i c h r i s € C J n -
spici"us ly ebove the surrounding c~untry. 
Although most mountains ()we their origin to 
'Several factors, the dominant land forflls 
often dsvclop as a result of erJsion~1 forces 
that are guider; by Jne tyoe of structure. A 
si",olified genetic classification and the 
ohysiographic development of each f<lllow: 
~. 
- - ----
FIG. 4.01 DOME MOUNTAIN 
l o me Hountatns are formed by uplift of 
a domal character which results fr()m warping 
caused by cllmpressional stresses or from the 
intrusion of igneous material . In the youth-
ful stage, dome m<luntains are drained by 
streams whose headw~ters rise near the center 
of the uplift. As erosion proceeds and the 
stream courses are modified by structural 
control, the radi al drainage pattern is 
changed to annular with water or wind gaps 
4.02 
located where the cllnsequent streams cut 
through the resistant formations. This marks 
the matu re stage, the stage of maximu", rei i ef, 
when a series.Jf cllnspicious hJgb~ck ridges 
usually en c i rcle the uplift. Although the 
cent r al igneous core m~y have been eXP.Jsed 
at any time in th e physi.Jgraphic cycle,during 
01 Gage erosi')n wi II have uncovl're~ the 
greatest portilla and will have reduce~ the 
rei i .ef features to a m()nJtonous pi ain inter-
rupteri only by an occasional hill ( Honaanock 
or Erosi onal Re ~n ant). 
D')me M')unta in Example: Black HillsofSouth 
Dakota. 
FIG. 4.02 FOLD MOUNTAIN 
Fo l d No~n tatn s are formed by stresses 
that compr e ss sedim entary strata into a seri es 
of parall el Anttcltn es (upwarps) and Synclines 
(downwarps). In YJuth,streams are largely 
consequent and follow the structural valleys; 
with continued erosion, however, anticlines 
are breached and th e stream courses are 
FIG. 4.03 ANTICLINE AND SYNCLINE 
controlled by the linear structures and vary-
ing resi"stancesofthe formetiJns . In ",aturity, 
an ideal trell is drainage pattern may ex ist 
in "hich the subsequent stre~",s are separated 
by parallel ridges or h.Jgbacks . tAajor streams 
may cut thr()ugh the ridges and f3rn' wate r 
g~ps. Their courses ere dsterminrd by an in -
herited position or structural weakness. 
Fold ~Junt2ins: App~lachions. 
FIG. 4.04 FAULT MOUNTAINS 
Bl ocp or Fault Noun tatns are formed by 
large vertical mJvements of segments of the 
earth's crust along faults that may be many 
RES T R C TED 
FI G. 4.05 COMPLEX MOUNTAINS 
miles in length . Wh e re two blocks face each 
other a trench-lik e structure known as a 
Graben is formed . If one blo c k remains high 
i t is terme d a Horst . In youth, the fau l t 
FIG. 4.06 GRABEN AND HORST 
scarp may be only partia l ly modified by 
erosion, in which case triangu l ar facets that 
are remnants of th e fau l t surface truncate 
R E S T R C TED 
the spurs . As e r osion continues the spurs 
a re w 0 r n b 2 ck ; the s car p slop e and b a c k slop e 
beco me nearly equal when the mountains have 
reached maturity . By ole age the region has 
b e en reduced to a plain of l itt l e re l ief. 
Bl ock mountain examp l e : Basin rang e r e gion 
o f th e wes t e rn Un i ted States . 
Complex Mou ntains result wh e n intense 
distur b anc e s, hiding, faulting, and igneous 
intrusions and extrusions, e ffect a region . 
Earth forces of such magni t ude frequ e nt l y 
a l ter the rock t o such an extent that re-
crysta l lization takes place and Metam o r phic 
rocksareform ed . Under such varying conditions 
a categJrical di scussion of drainage or physi-
ographic deve lopm e nt is impra ct ica l. If th e 
MOUNTAINS 
underlying rock is of a relatively uniform 
ign eous type, drainage will assume 1 dendritic 
pattern . If it is we l l - banded metamorphic 
rOCK, a trellis-like pattern may form; sedi-
ments exer t only local cont r o l. In these 
mountains, 3S in others, maturity is the stage 
of maximum relief and ruggedness . 
Compl ex t~ountain Example:Great Sm3ky Mo untains 
Vol can i c M 0 un t a til S ar e dis c u ~ se d ina 
specia l se c tion, while Re stdual Mountains are 
FIG. 4.07 RESIDUAL MOUNTAINS 
bri e fly mentioned under plateaus. 
Travel in any mountainous re g i o n is 
di fficult. In pra c ti c ally all instances the 
interpreter will fine that major stream 
valleys afford th e b est routes as we ll as 
le a d to the lowest passes . If, how e ver , 
undi ssected uplands that are amenabl e to 
transport exist , a study of the pho t ographs 
sh ou I d easi I y determi ne the route . 
4 . 03 
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FIG. 4.08 FORMOSA, DOME MOUNTAIN 
A very small dome mountain that effectively illustrates the character-
istics of the larger types. Hote the radial drainage pattern in the 
igneous mass, the hogba c k formed by sedimentary rocks and the annular 
drainage at the periphery. 
FIG. 4.09 FOLD MOUNTAINS 
An excellent example of fold mountains. Resistant members form ridges 
while non-resistant formations furnish sitesforthe subsequent streams. 
Water and wind gaps integrate the trellis drainage. 
4.04 
FIG. 4.10 OLD FOLD MOUNTAINS 
Old fold mountains. 
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FIG. 4.11 HONG KONG, COMPLEX MOUNTAINS 
A compl ex mountain mass cut by parallel faul ts. The rock is massive and 
homogeneous; probably igneous . 
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FIG. 4.12 BLOCK OR FAULT MOUNTAINS 
MOUNTAINS 
FAULT-COMPLEX 
Block or fault mountains in the distance. Each range is bounded by a 
fault along which large vertical movementhasoccured. Hote the piedmont 
plain formed by coalescent alluvial fans and the interior drainage to 
the b~lson. 
FIG. 4.13 FORMOSA, COMPLEX MOUNTAINS 
A complex mountain mass. Although it is impossible to determine the 
type of rock, from the regularity of the dendritic drainage pattern, 
valley slopes,and tone it may be assumed that the rilck is largely 
homogeneou s. 
4.05 

VOLCANOS 
VOLCANOS 
The forc es of vul can ism a r e endo g ene ti c 
and deve lop c on s truction a l l a nd forms t ha t may 
r e sult from qui e t emission , explosive ac tion , 
or both. Th e typ e of e ruption is determined by 
th e vis c osity of th e lava, which de pen d s on 
the c o mp osition of th e magma (molten ro ck). 
Basic magma is very fluid, wh il e acidic magma 
is viscous a nd erup tion s are usually ma r ked 
bye x p los i v e vi 0 1 e.n c e wit h m u c h e j e c t a (v 0 I c an i c 
ash, bombs, e tc.) . 
Fis sure eru pti ons r e sult from an up-
welling of b a sic magma throug h a fracture . 
These give rise to extensi v e L ava PLains or 
PLat eau s; t he Col umbia River Pl a t eau c ov e r s 
200,000 squa r e mi l es wi th 1 a va u p to '+000 
feet thi ck. These pi ateau s pass through normal 
physiographic cyc l es with lava ca ppe d butt es 
and mesas outstanding featu res. 
The shapes of volcanic cones a r e largely 
FIG. 5.01 COMPOSITE CONE 
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depen d en t upon the c o mp osition o'f th e p aren t 
magma . ShieLd Cone s ma y present large topo-
graphic features but dips of th e flows a r e 
l ow. Th e Hawai i an vo l canoes a r e in th i s grou p. 
Dom e Cones differ from sh i e l d cones in that 
t hey a r e much steeper, have na rrow e r bas es, 
and a r e built by lavas of i nt e r media t e v is-
cos ity. Mt. Lassen falls in this cate g ory . 
Com posite Cone s r esul t from ex plosive e ruptio ns 
and l a v a flow s . S lop es a r e steep a nd dips are 
high. This typ e c o nstitutes the majo rit y of 
th e great volcanoes; Fujiyama is an excellent 
exam pl e . Cinder Cones r e sult from exp lo sive 
action a lon e. Th ey a r e ·deve lo ped as th e frag-
ments fall ba c k a rou nd the orifice a n d a r e 
usually of rel a tiv e l y ,small size . Smal l c ones 
that form on th e fl a nks of larg e r cones ar e 
termed Paras it ic Co nes; th "y a r e usually 
Ci nder or Composi t e Cones . 
A large, low rimmed crater or Ca Ldera 
ma y result from ei th er ex plosiv e ac tivity or 
FIG. 5.02 DOME CONE 
su bsi dence . If a t sea l e vel, ca l deras may 
make idea l ·h arbor s (R aba ul, Ne w Britain). Ne w 
c on es common ly build up within a caldera and 
produce a se ri es of Ne sted Crat ers . 
Ero si on i s abn orma lly active on volcanic 
1 a n d forms because of the s te e p slopes. F r esh 
as h, in addition to becoming greasy when wet, 
is soon dissected by st e ep walled gullies that 
make travel unusually difficult. Recent flows 
are di ffi c ult to traverse pecaus e of th e 
rough surface; furthermore,valleys a r e usua ll y 
s te ep wall ed and form effec tiv e b a rri e rs. 
Lava Cave s are form ed when the surfa ce of a 
flow so l i di f i es a nd the sti 11 mo l t en unde r-
lying rock mov es on,or by diffe r en tial we a th-
e ri ng a lon g a c l iff fac e . Thes e ca ves frequ e ntly 
afford excel l ent storag e and strong d e f e nsiv e 
positions. Lava weathers to form r ed residual 
soils th a t may prov e v e r y sticky when we t. 
Vol can o e s are fo u nd along well defined 
b e lt s or arcs whi ch mark zones o f weakn es s 
in the ear th' s c rust. Th e n Ring of Fire n a -
r 0 u n d the Pac i f i ce x t e n d s a Ion g the Am e ri c an 
Cordi ll era from Cap e Horn to the Al eu ti ans, 
the Kuril es , J apan , the Ph ilippines, New 
Guinea , the Solo mon s, Ne w Hebrides, New 
Caledonia and He w Zea l and . A simi l a r chain 
extends through the Ne th e rland In dies . All 
the islands in the Pacific oceanic province 
are of volcanic origin. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 5.03 DUBLON ISLAND, TRUK 
A volcanic island that has been exposed to erosion fo' a considerable 
period . The rock tha t crystallizes in the conduit of a volcano is usually 
mo re res istant than that of t he flanks . The sharp peak her e indicates 
such a r e l ationship . 
FIG. 5.04 SEGULA ISLAND 
A young composite volcano. The separation of succe5'sive l.ava flows by 
ejecta or weathered material creates the banded effect. 
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VOLCANOS 
VOLCANIC PLUG-COMPOSITE .cONE- PARASITIC CONES 
FIG. 5.05 IWO JIMA 
An "blique st e reo view of Suribach i Yama, a cone partially destroyed by 
wave acti"n . \lave-cut nip s along the beach indicate recent uplift. 
FIG. 5.06 PAGAN ISLAND 
A cone wi th two prominent parasitic cones. 
5.03 
VOLCANOS 
CALDERAS- CINDER CONE 
FIG. 5.07 ONEKOT AN ISLAND, KURILES 
An ideal ly symmetrical composite cone in a water-filled caldera (crzter lake). 
FIG. 5.08 RABAUL HARBOR, NEW BRITAIN FIG. 5.09 VULCAN ISLAND 
This stereo pair shows part of an excellent ca ld era harbor which is steep-to and has maximum 
depths of 150 fathoms. Vulcan Island, now joined to the caldera rim, consists largely of ejecta 
a nd is of very recent origin. 
.5 . 04 
A large scale stereogram that shows the modification of 
the surfaces since 1937. Hote the sharp gull i e s (barrancas) 
cut in the ash. 
RES T R C TED 
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FIG. 5.10 KURILES 
A lava tongue. Hote the dispositionofolder flows, and the 
flow lines and latteral walls on the most recent flow. 
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FIG. 5.11 LAVA 
VOLCANOS 
LAVA FLOWS 
An example of an unusually rough lava surface. Th e lava tongue has moved down a 
nested c rater trough. 
FIG. 5.12 LAVA FLOW 
A low altitud e oblique that s hows the abrupt terminus of alava flow and the character 
of the su rface. 
5.05 
VOLCANOS 
MUD FLOWS-LAVA FLOWS 
FIG. 5.13 ALE UTI A NS FIG. 5.14 LAVA FLOW, SAKURA JIMA 
A mud flow that has resulted from water saturation of vol- A stereopa i r t h at illustrates t h e roug h s u rface of a recent lava flow in t h e sub-
can i cash . tropi c s. 
5.06 RES T R C TED 
FIG. 5.15 IWO JIMA 
A volcanic island that has been truncated by wave action . hote the wave cut 
-benches. The rough surface reflects the joint pattern. 
FIG. 5.16 GAROVE ISLAND 
A stereov i ew that i nd i cates the type 0 f su rface th at develop es on re I at i vel y 
young volcanic flows in the tropics. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 5.17 FUJIYAMA 
VOLCANOS 
LAVA-CONES 
An oblique of Fujiyama that shows the pattern of cultivation far 
up the slopes. The drainage pattern and recent flows stand out. 
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CORAL REEFS 
Co ral Rock is a v c ri e ty of li me ston e tha.t 
i s for m e d by s ma I I, P ri m i t i v e mar i n e 2 n i PI a I s 
(Polyt)s) t ha t sec r e t e 1 imy e xt e rn a l s k e l e ton 5 . 
Fa c tors th a t c ontrol a n d I imit th e gr ow th of 
coral a r e salinity , t u rbi d ity, d ep t h a n d t em -
p e r a tur e . Cor a l w il l n ot grow in mlJdd y or 
bra c kis h water , at de pths ov e r 200 f ee t, or 
in wa t e r col de r th a n 6 So F. Thus. co ral for-
mdions are not or d in a r i ly found in latitud e s 
higher than 30 0 or opposit e river mouths, 
factors that may aid in diff e rentiating re e fs 
and mud flats. 
Co ra l Reefs are composed of living coral, 
s k eletal accumulations a nd various plant re-
mains. Living coral usually thrives at the 
outer edges of the reef where food is abundant. 
Coral reefs are grouped in three general 
cl asses: Fri nf in f Ree fs . Bar~ier Reefs . and 
At o lls. Fringing reefs lie close against the 
shore and form platforms that are exposed at 
low tide. Unprotected fringing reefs are ex-
posed to wave action which results in rela-
tively regular seaward margins. Protected 
fringing reefs have irregular margins with 
"' any cor a 1st r i n g e r san d tid a I pool s. Bar r i e r 
reefs lie some distance from shore and ' are 
separated from it by 18goons. Passa. f e s through 
the reef are usually maintained by the tide. 
Atoll s a re reefs, frequent! y ci rcul ar, that 
6.02 
e n c los e l a goons. Atoll s , 2 1 s o, usu a lly h av e 
p as sa g es. 
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FIG. 6.01 TRUK ISLAND REEFS 
Two recognized theories have been pro-
mul gated for atoll formation . The S ub s i dence 
theory holds that fringing reefs which formed 
on an i 51 and grew rap i dl y enou gh to keep pace 
with its subsidence. An atoll resulted when 
the land mass was c ompletely submer g ed . The 
Glacial Control theo ry contends that the i s-
lands were truncated during the glacial period 
when the ocean 1 evel was lowered some 300 feet 
and cooler water inhibited protecting cora l 
growth. Wheh the water warmed, coral resumed 
growth on the wave-cut benches and built 
fringing r ee f s . Thes e b e cam e at olls wh e n the 
wa t e r lo cked in th e g l a ci e rs r e turn e d. 
FIG. 6.02 SECTION THROUGH ENIWETOK 
The lagoons of coral atolls may be fil le d 
and with slight uplift coral islands are for .. -
ed . If this filling has a high percentage of 
fish rel1lains,phosphate deposits may result. 
Hauru, Oc ean, Marcus, ar.d Anguar are of this 
type. Since coral is porous, soluble rock, an 
uplifted fringing reef will indicate an area 
easily defended because of caves and rug ged 
terrain. 
The evaluation of reef conditions from 
aerial photographs is difficult. High altitude 
coverage frequently fails to indicate the pre-
sence of nigger-heads and tidal pools as well 
as the composition of the lagoonal beaches. 
Undefended reef flats, however, dip gently 
to the seaward margin. Since the margin i s 
usually at the level of low tide, tide tab les 
will give an indication of depths to be ex-
pected. 
RES T R C TE D 
FIG. 6.03 GUADALCANAL 
Unprotected fringing reef. Hote the re ef chutes at the outer margin and 
the u p lift edt err ace s. 
FIG. 6.04 REEF ROCK 
A 350' coral cliff t hat resulted from reef uplift. Arrows indicate sea 
level at different times. 
RES T R C TED 
CORAL REEFS 
UNPROTECTED FRINGING- REEF ROCK- ATOLL 
FIG. 6.05 KILINAILAU ISLAND 
A small atoll with a few small reef islands. Hote the passages to lee-
ward and coral heads in the lagoon. 
6.03 
CORAL REEFS 
PROTECTED FRINGING 
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CORAL REEFS 
ATOLL 
6.05 
CORAL REEFS 
PHOSPHATIC CORAL ISLAND 
FIG. 6 .08 NAURU • 
A vertical stereo at 1:13,750 of the canti -
lever pier and phosphate refinery . Note 
the beach detai I. 
FIG. 6.09 NAURU 
An 0 b 1 i que 0 f t he sam ear ea. I tis 0 b v i 0 u s 
t hat a p ro per e val u at ion 0 f the be a c h can 
not be made from the stereopai r . 
6 . 06 R ES T R C TED 
FIG. 6.10 ANGAUR, PALAU . 
Stereopairs that show a phosphate island. 
COfllpare the beach detai 1 wi th that of the 
low altitude oblique. 
FIG. 6.11 ANGAUR, PALAU 
The low altitude oblique clearly shows the 
rough irregular surface of the uplifted 
dead reef and the smooth character of the 
beach. 
RES T R C TED 
CORAL REEFS 
PHOSPHATIC CORAL ISLAND 
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CORAL REEFS 
SHORELINE EV ALUA TION 
6.08 
FIG. 6.12 
BUTARITARI ISLAND, MAKIN ATOLL 
annotated st e r e ogram (I: 10000), 
compared with the 12 ground 
photographs, illustrates the diffi -
c ulties of accurate beach analysis 
from high altitude photographs . I t 
is obvious that tone is not a di-
agnostic criteria of the character of 
beach material. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 6.13 Surf on t he seaward FIG. 6.14 Be a c han d r e e f f I a tat 
ma rgin. Water in the foreground low tide. 
is about 6 inches deep and the 
w a v e s are 4- 5 fee t h i 9 h • 
FIG. 6.17 FIG. 6.18 
FIG. 6.15 M estimate of the beacn gradi -
ent and the elevation of the island 
can be obta ined. About two-thi rds of 
sand zone is covered at high tide. 
FIG. 6.19 
CORAL REEFS 
SHORELINE EVALUATION 
FIG. 6.16 The I and i n g b e a c h • A I -
though the gradient was satis-
factory, the beach could be used 
only at hi gh tide. 
FIG. 6.20 
Four photographs that illustrate gradations from sand to irregular shingle beach. Ho variation is discernable in the vertical photograph. 
FIG. 6.21 FIG. 6.22 FIG. 6.23 FIG. 6.24 
Four photograph-sthat showthe rough characterof thedead reef surface.Although this is suggested in the verticals,an accurate evaluation is impossible. 
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GLACIERS 
Glaciers are large masses of ice and snow 
that move slowly over the I and fro m areas of 
accumu I ati on. Tne two maj 0 r types are Mountain 
Gl acIers and Cont inental Gl.J.clers . Tne es-
senti al di ffere nce is that moun ta in g l aci ers 
are sma ller and, si nce t hei r flows are confined 
to p r e- ex i s tin 9 d r a ina ~ eli n e s, t he ire ro s ion a I 
act i vi ty tend s to accentu ate the r u ggedn ess. 
FIG. 7.01 TERMINAL MORAINE 
Continental glaciers are lar~e enoug h t h at deposi ted at .an ice ma rg i n . Gr ou nd MoraIne is 
their movement is usually unrestricted by pre-
till that ha s been deposi ted beneath the ice. 
glaci ~I topograp hy and they tend to reduce Glacia ted Vall e ys are oversteepened "U! 
the overall rei i ef. 
shaped valleys which usually ha ve roug h floors 
t hat result from morainal deposits . Lak es are 
The landforms and dePlJsits wh ich result 
co mmon. 
from glaciation are var i ed and numerous. De-
po sit s t hat h a v e been I aid down by wa t era r e Hanfin f Valleys are tributary valleys 
fairly well sorted while those deposited di- that enter the main valley at a level above 
rectly fromt h e ice are he terogeneous. Although its floor . 
most glacial deposits are well drained, it may 
be generally stated that both types of 91 a-
ciation increase t he difficulty of travel 
oecause of the increase of rei i ef or t h e 
in t e r ru p t ion 0 f d r a ina g e. 
A brief description of landforms t hat 
result from glaciation follows: 
Morain e s are considerable accumulations \ /" 
of Till (unsorted rock and rock debris) t ha t I' 
have been deposited by t he gl ac i er. TermInal , 
Lateral and Medial Mo raInes are ridges of t il l FIG. 7.02 FEATURES OF MOUNTAIN GLACIATION 
7.02 
Outw a sh Plains , Valley Trains, Es pe r s 
and Kames are all g l aciofl~ ,j a l ly sorted depo sits 
t ha t h ave been ouilt oy ice-born streams. 
Fe at u res a s so cia ted 0 n I y wit h mo u n t a in 
~ I a cia t ion fo I low: 
Cirqu e s are amphitheater-I ike depre~sions 
at the head of valleys which served as t h e 
accumulatiJn a rea. 
A retes are sh arp sawtooth mountain divide s 
fo r rned by the he ad ward sapp i n 9 0 f ci rqu es o n 
bot h sid e s. Col s are S ad d l e s for n, e d by t n e 
junction of two ci rques as a result of head-
ward erosion fro m botn s ide s of the divid e. 
Co I s f r e q u en tI y are uti l i z e d asp a f s e s. 
FIo rds are g la cial valleys t ha t extend 
into the ocea n . Because of their depth they 
fo rm excel I ent channel s or ancho rages. 
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FIG.7.03 FINGER LAKES I CHICHAGOF AREA, ATTU 
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GLACIERS 
MOUNTAIN GLACIATION 
FIG. 7.03 AND FIG. 7.04 
Figures 7.03 and 7.04 show typical 
rugged topography developed by moun-
tain glaciation.The stereogram shows 
an ice-scoured.U-shaped valley oc-
cup i e d by fin g e r I ak e s. s eve r a I c i r que s 
and an arete. The oblique permits 
an evaluation of the terrain . Mote 
the furrows. 
FIG. 7.04 GLACIATED TERRAIN 
7 . 03 
GLACIERS 
TALUS GLACIER- MORAINES 
FIG. 7.06 ALASKA- GRILLON GLACIER 
A,&,and C indicate t he positions of formation, 
respectively, of lateral, terminal, and medial 
moraines. Notice the flow structure and the 
roug h surface of the ic e. 
FIG. 7.05 TALUS GLACIER FIG. 7.07 MORAINE 
A "Talus" glacier,composed of unsorted gravels and boulders,that has been leftby the ice tongue. Lateral mora ine topography. 
7 . 04 RES T R C TED 
FIG. 7.08 CIRQUE AND TARN 
GLACIERS 
CIRQUE 
Close up of ci rque and tarn (ci rque lake). 
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MOUNTAIN GLACIA nON 
FIG. 7.09 MOUNTAIN GLACIAL FORMS 
An illustration of land forms that result from 
mountain glaciation. Horns,cirques, cols, ser-
rated divides (aretes) and talus slopes are 
s h 0 wn. 
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GLACIERS 
MOUNTAIN GLACIATION- HILL AND KETTLE TOPOGRAPHY 
FIG. 7.10 GLACIAL MODI FICA TION 
An example of glacial modificati on o f a relatively level pre- g I aci al su rface. 
Hot e t he ro u n d e d h I I Is, po n d s , an din t err u pte d d r a ina g e . 
FIG. 7.11 GROUND MORAINE TOPOGRAPHY 
Characteristic ground moraine topography. Note t h e "erratics" (boulders car-
ried by ice), " h ill and kettle" topography and morainic ridge . 
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FIG. 7.12 MOUNTAIN GLACIAL FEATURES 
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An oblique stereogra m t h at shows so me o f th e c h aracterist i cs of 
mountain glaciation; cols, serrate div i des and "Un_shaped valleys. 
A f a u I t lie sin the for e g ro u n d. 
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